
Alchemy. Now there’s a word you probably haven’t heard for a while. You might
remember the ancient and medieval alchemists from your school science and
history studies or from reading fiction. Alchemists sought to purify lead into gold
and promote similar processes in both dead and living things to raise them to higher
levels. Resources, riches, and healing weren’t their only goals. Some also sought
eternal life through a transmutation of the material soul. Alchemy wasn’t just an
ancient pursuit. Its precise analytical methods informed science right through the
Renaissance and beyond. Laboratories today still use practices the alchemists first
established.

But oddly, the continuing influence of alchemy today,
what we might call the alchemical spirit, may stretch
well beyond its precise laboratory practices. Too
many of us may too often look to science for a
material transcendence it simply cannot offer. We
rightly place great trust in the surgeon, immunologist,
virologist, atom-bomb builder, and other scientific

experts. Thank God for the principles, insights, and applications of science. But you
might also be able to think of a time, perhaps even a recent time, when we may
have put too much faith in scientific experts to accomplish things beyond their
realm. Thank God for the efforts of those who devote their skills to improving
material conditions. Yet those who devote their skills to improving material
conditions will always remain limited by those material conditions.

Instead of looking to the alchemist for transcendence, or the modern scientist for
our salvation, we must look to our holy God. Christians know that the material
conditions God created don’t limit the power or alter the sovereignty of God. The
Bible teaches that God continues to influence and control even the material, not just
the spiritual. Redemption of all things, not just human souls but also our earthly
realm, is coming. We place our trust in God working out our salvation and the
redemption of all things through the mighty cross of Christ. The alchemical spirit
may energize this scientific revolution or that scientific revolution, but it is still just
another distorting spirit. We worship God in Christ and his Holy Spirit, not a spirit
of the age.


